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Abstract
A novel cultural quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization algorithm (CQPSO) is
proposed to improve the performance of the quantum-behaved PSO (QPSO). The cultural
framework is embedded in the QPSO, and the knowledge stored in the belief space can guide
the evolution of the QPSO. 15 high-dimensional and multi-modal functions are employed to
investigate the proposed algorithm. Numerical simulation results demonstrate that the
CQPSO can indeed outperform the QPSO.
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1. Introduction
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population-based optimization method,
which was firstly developed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995. It is inspired by the
social behaviors of animals and insects, such as bird flocking or fish schooling [1]. The
distinguishing features of the PSO are its computation efficiency and algorithm
simplicity. Unfortunately, the PSO might be stuck into local optima when dealing with
multi-modal optimization problems. Numerous approaches have been introduced to
enhance the optimization capability of the PSO [2, 3]. Recently, one of the novel
hybridization for PSO is to apply the Quantum laws of mechanics to observe its
behavior---Quantum PSO (QPSO), which has less parameter to control [4].
A novel optimization method namely Cultural Algorithm (CA) proposed by Reynolds
in 1995 is a powerful solution to demanding problems, due to its flexibility and
efficiency [5]. The CA is a class of computational models derived from the principles of
the culture evolution in nature, and can be viewed as a dual inheritance system. In the
CA, the evolution takes place in the population space under the macro -evolutionary
level. Various evolutionary algorithms have been utilized in the population space of the
CA [6, 7].
In this paper, a novel cultural quantum-behaved Particle Swarm Optimization, CQPSO, is
proposed to improve the convergence performance of the QPSO. In the CQPSO, certain
proportion of the particles in the swarm mutate based on the influence function. The mutation
operator and CA can work together to increase the diversity of the swarm population, and
enhance the global search capability of the QPSO. A total of four variants of the CQPSO are
investigated.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 briefly introduce the background
knowledge of the PSO and QPSO. Section 3 proposes and discusses the underlying principle
of the CQPSO. In Section 4, the optimization performance of our CQPSO is further examined
using fifteen high-dimensional and multi-peak functions.

2. Basic Particle Swarm Optimization and the QPSO
2.1. Basic Particle Swarm Optimization
The basic principle of the PSO method can be explained as follows: suppose there
are N particles in the particle swarm, which are initialized randomly. Each particle can
fly in the D-dimension search space according to its own velocity Vi   vi1 , vi 2 ,.. viD  . The
particles are associated with their positions X i   xi1 , xi 2 ,.. xiD  standing for the possible
solutions to the problems under consideration. During the iterations, every particle can
update the position on the basis of the previous best position Pi   pi1 , pi 2 ,.. piD  and
global best position Pg d of the whole swarm. The update of these particles is:
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where w is an inertial factor which is employed to balance the local and global search
abilities of the PSO [8]. c1 and c2 are two learning factors. r1 and r2 are two random
numbers uniformly distributed in the interval of (0,1).  is a constriction factor used to
limit the maximum velocity value [9].
2.2. Quantum-behaved Particle Swarm Optimization
In the QPSO, all the particles have the quantum behavior. The state of a particle in QPSO
is stated by wavefunction   x, t  [10]. The particles move according to the following
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where belta is the contraction-expansion coefficient, u and k are uniformly random number.

4. Cultural Quantum-behaved Particle Swarm Optimization
As proposed by Reynolds, the CA is composed of population space, belief space and the
communication protocol [5]. The belief space is the place, where cultural knowledge is
formed and stored. In this paper, two typical kinds of knowledge are used: situational
knowledge, normative knowledge.
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The acceptance function determines which individuals and their performances can have
impact on the knowledge in the belief space. The number of the individuals accepted for the
update of knowledge is obtained by the following function:
f a ( N , t )  N     N   / t  .

(8)

In our previous work, we concentrate on how to combine the cultural framework and the
particle swarm optimization. Although some better results can be obtained not only in the
function optimization but also in some real applications, there is no property way to guide the
iteration for the velocity in the population. The emergency of the quantum-behaved particle
swarm optimization can solve this problem, because the position is the only iteration term in
the QPSO. In this paper, four kinds of influence functions are utilized to decide the iteration
for the QPSO to improve the performance of the QPSO.
If the normative knowledge is used to determine the size of the mutation change, our
CQPSO is named as CQPSO (Ns). The corresponding influence function is defined as:
xi, j  xi , j  size( Ii )  N (0,1) .

(9)

where size( Ii )  ui  li is the size of the belief interval for the i th variable, and N (0,1) is a
normally distributed random variable.
If the situational knowledge is used to guide the direction of the mutation, our CQPSO is
named as CQPSO (Sd). The corresponding influence function is defined as:
 x j ,i   j ,i  N (0,1)


xj ,i   x j ,i   j ,i  N (0,1)

 x j ,i   j ,i  N (0,1)
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 j ,i 

f ( x j ,i ) .

(10)

otherwise

where  j ,i represents the individual mutation step size for the ith variable of the jth
individual. As a general rule,  j ,i is set to the square root of the fitness value of x j ,i . s j
is the best exemplar value for variable i in the belief space.
If the normative knowledge and situational knowledge are used to determine the size
of the mutation change and direction of the mutation respectively, our CQPSO is named
as CQPSO (NsSd). The corresponding influence function is defined as:
 x j ,i  size( I i )  N (0,1)

xj ,i   x j ,i  size( I i )  N (0,1)

 x j ,i  size( I i )  N (0,1)

if x j ,i  si
if x j ,i  si .

(11)

otherwise

If the normative knowledge is used to determine both the size and direction of the
mutation, our CQPSO is named as CQPSO (NsNd). The influence function is given as:
 x j ,i  size( I i )  N (0,1)

xj ,i   x j ,i  size( I i )  N (0,1)

 x j ,i    size( I i )  N (0,1)

if x j ,i  li
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otherwise

The iteration steps of our CQPSO are described as follows:
1) Initialize N particles in the swarm with random initial positions.
2) Evaluate all the particles using the fitness function.
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3) Initialize the belief space.
4) Choose c particles randomly, and mutate them according to a preset influence
function, which is employed to determine the mutation based on the knowledge
stored in the belief space:
c   N  ratio  .

(13)

where ratio is the proportion of the particles to be mutated in the population. The
mutation proportion ratio is not fixed, and it can linearly decrease from 0.8 to 0.2 in the
CQPSO. The influence functions used here are explained in the previous section.
Evaluate the 2c particles using the fitness function f, and randomly select c competitors.
Conduct the pairwise competition between the particles and their competitors. Select
only c particles that have the largest number of „wins‟.
5). Update the belief space based on the selected acceptance function.
6). Return to step 4) until a termination criterion is satisfied.

5. Simulation Results
A total of 15 nonlinear functions are used to investigate the optimization capability
of our CQPSO. All these functions here are multi-modal functions and with 30
dimension, as given in paper [11]. The four versions of our CQPSO are compared with
the QPSO. The parameters of algorithms are: N  40 ,   0.729 , c1  c2  2.05 and belta
linearly decrease from 1 to 0.5 with iterations. The optimization results are provided in
Table 1. It can be figured that the performance of the CQPSO is much better than that
of the QPSO for almost all the functions except for the Sal function and Schwefel
function.
Table 1. Function Optimization Performance Comparison
CQPSO
(NsSd)
0.8856
-1.3899
4.5454×10-322
1.0000
1.2212×10-16
7.4660×10-277
1.5705×10-32
0.0099
-4930
23.3815
1.1960
0.3199
6791.9461

CQPSO
(NsNd)
0.2310
-2.0098
6.5711×10-322
1.0000
6.6613×10-17
1.4426×10-273
1.5705×10-32
0.0065
-4930
22.6850
0.4036
0.3199
7.0318568

CQPSO
(Sd)
1.1877×10-4
-2.0676
9.4242×10-18
1.0000
1.1102×10-17
6.4493
1.5705×10-32
0.0011
-4928.6
19.2635
28.3834
0.3199
6312.3102

CQPSO
(Ns)
0.5860
-1.3456
1.9994×10-293
1.0000
1.8874×10-16
2.8919×10-225
1.5705×10-32
0.0312
-4930
23.8790
0.8098
0.3399
6514.5500

Functions

PSO

Ackley
CM
DeJongf4
Expfun
Griewank

Sal
Schwefel

1.2436
-0.3453
0.0246
1.2266
0.0190
20.9658
0.0962
1.6626
-133.3331
57.2142
65.8476
0.2679
6462.2058

Schaffer

19.1880

19.0074

14.8900

19.6145

17.0914

Sphere

0.1425

4.0166×10-272

5.6356×10-281

1.4878×10-144

1.2513×10-228

Hyperellip

LM1
LM2
Neumaier
Rastrigin
Rosenbrock

As some illustrative examples, Figures 1-4 show the comparison of convergence
performance among the four versions of the CQPSO and QPSO. A logarithmic (base 10)
scale is used for the vertical axis. The mean best fitness is the average over 10
independent trials for each algorithm, the number of iterations is 10,000 in each trial. It
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can be figured out that the QPSO is trapped into a local optimum soon, and the CQPSO
combat this well compared with the QPSO.
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